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A HEBER GHOST!
Daniel and Monty 5W

The heber ghost is a long-living myth in 
this school and his main home is believed 
to be the P.E cupboard. We asked Mr. 
Neve Dunn, the creator of this myth (or 
so he says…) a few questions about this 
and here they are:

Q: How and when did the Heber ghost 
become a ghost?
A: A kid was naughty and he got locked 
inside the wooden box in the P.E 
cupboard and died of cold in 1898.

Q:Can you show us the wooden box in 
the P.E cupboard?
A: Yes, it used to be a water tank. 
Naughty children were locked in there 
and one died and became the ghost that 
haunts our school.

Q: What do all the names mean?
A: They are all the past children that got 
locked in there and one of them is: April 
23rd 1898, Roberts.

Is this the Heber ghost?

Q. How many sightings have there 
been? 
A. About 10.

Q. What does it look like?
A. The rumor is that she is a 
schoolgirl.

So, that concludes our interview with 
Mr. Neve Dunn! Have you seen the 
ghost? If so, get in touch! We are 
always looking for more witnesses, so 
come to 5W if you have anything to 
report

BBC JOURNALIST 
VISITS HEBER
Esther 5K

On the 23rd of November, we had a 
popular news presenter and 
journalist, Ros Atkins. He visited 
the 5K classroom and answered all 
our burning questions, including 
how many universes there are! 
There were many questions on 
covid-19, as it has affected our lives 
for the last couple of years. Ros gave 
good answers to us, but there were 
some controversial questions, such 
as how did covid start and when was 
the first case. 

You might have seen on the news 
this huge thing called cop26 where 
all the world leaders had a chat 
about the ever-growing issue of 
climate change. He said that the 
richer and poorer countries could 
not find an agreement on how to 
pay for finding different ways of 
fuelling day to day tasks. However, 
as BBC journalists and news 
presenters can not share their 
opinions to the public, Ros couldn’t 
answer whether he supported Boris 
Johnson or not. 

There were many kids that were 
keen to know about how he became 
a journalist. He said that the crucial 
thing to becoming a journalist is 
that you have to have loads of 
perseverance and patience. Ros 
stated that he definitely didn’t 
always get the job he wanted, 
especially when he was younger and 
was trying out different things. 

He also set a tricky challenge: see if 
you could find one thing you want to 
know, then try and ask people (it 
doesn’t always have to be kids you 
could ask adults to) to find the 
answer. Why don’t you try it? It’ll be 
fun! Let us know what you find out!
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IT’S CHRISTMAS TIME!
Ariana 6A

Christmas is coming! Tree’s are going up, 
stockings are getting hung and mince 
pies are getting eaten. Well, it’s no 
exception at heber!

 One of the most favorite times of the 
year is here. Christmas plays! All of the 
children have been working extremely 
hard to learn the lines, sing the songs 
and bust out their dance moves!
 
We’re starting out with a bang! It’s 
nurserys first play and they have been 
working extra hard with reception to 
make a very wriggly nativity! This fun 
play is all about the first christmas. All of 
the little children, your daughters and

sons, will be in the play. Can’t wait!

In Year 3 and 4 however, they brought 
the disco! This strictly- like play will 
surely have you on your feet singing 
and dancing. 
We have the camels doing the camel 
funk, the innkeepers tango and a disco 
star! We can’t forget the people 
deciding everything though. The 
judges! In Year 3 we have Molly and 
Matilda, Year 4 is Annabelle and 
Emily. These 4 will decide who rises to 
super - stardom and who goes out. 
Costumes ready? Songs and dances 
learned? Score cards on standby? Well 
then,  
Lights, Camera, Action!
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MR. SPENCE
Joe and Chiara 6F

Mr Spence is a fabulous member of the 
Heber community and as some of you 
may know, he will be leaving us this 
term.We are all very sad to see such a 
great part of the Heber family go, so we 
interviewed him for his final heber 
overview.

The Interview
Heber Herald: How long have you 
worked at heber?
Mr Spence: I have been here for 9 and a 
half years, this year is my tenth.
HH: What has been your best heber 
experience?
S: It is a tricky decision, but I have to 
make it my first year 5 residential. I love 
seeing all of the children enjoy 
themselves and having a great time!
HH: What was your inspiration to 
become an excellent and successful 
learning support?
S: When I first started heber, I worked 
in year one. After a year of that, I moved 
up into year 5&6 and I figured out that I 
was strong at helping children, 
specifically in learning support, and so I 
became one.
HH: If anyone followed to in your 
footsteps what advice would you give 
them?
S: You really need to be careful about 
being open minded because every child 
is different, and to make sure that it is 
something you definitely want, you 
need to have a passion to help people.
HH: If you could summarise your 
Heber experience in a few words what 
would they be?
S : It helped me grow as a person and I 
couldn’t have enjoyed it more.

Mr Spence’s hall of fame

Mrs Rosenberg’s said to us that,”Mr 
Spence has been such a big part in our 
Heber team and we will miss him 
dearly. He has made a massive, 
positive impact on everyone (child and 
adult) that he has worked with during 
his time in the Heber family. His new 
school are extremely lucky to be 
gaining such an excellent member of 
staff.”

Mrs Jefford commented that,”Mr 
Spence is the most wonderful person, 
professionally and personally.”

Mrs Darkin told us that,”It has been a 
pleasure working with him and I 
simply couldn’t have done my job 
without him.”

We also talked to some students that 
said,
“A great person to work with, he 
always listens.” - Kaya Y6,
“He helps so much and is very nice and 
kind, he is very good at solving 
arguments.” -Amelie Y3.

We would like to say a massive well 
done to Mr Spence for all of his 
commitment and hard work towards 
all pupils. You have quite a talent and 
we're glad you were able to use it with 
us! On behalf of H
eber you have been absolutely 
amazing!

HEBER HALF-TERM 
HIGHLIGHTS
Rosa and Shameeka 5w

1H: Highlight is practicing the 
Christmas play! 

1DT: Samuel, Sade and Aadam say 
that going to church with the class 
was fun. 

2S & 2JP: Both year 2 classes 
(Oscar, Lily and Albert) say that the 
school trip to Madame Tussauds 
was their highlight! They say that it 
was scary with lots of Medieval 
things and QUEEN ELIZABETH! 

3KE: Louie, Matilda and Sara say 
that their class reward, the stone age 
immersion day and the Christmas 
play was their best thing!

3N: Chester says that the Notting 
Hill carnival was their highlight.

4C: A few people in 4c decided that 
their Egyptian immersion day was 
the most fun thing that had 
happened since the half term 
holidays!

4N: Swizz, and Kai says that 
watching the football match was 
fun! 

5K: Jakane says that dress up the 
teacher and own clothes day was the 
best! 

5W: GIRLS FOOTBALL has been 
decided in 5w! 

6F: Enterprise project! Lucia and 
Samuel tell us more information: 
they make activities for money to 
pay for their school trip. You win 
prizes for games for 5 pounds! 

6A: Teen tech and the enterprise 
project was their highlight of the 
term, and a special request from Mr. 
Adams: COMPUTING!

Mr. Spence, an accomplished 
footballer, winning the non-league 
final at Wembley!

Mr. Spence with his team mates from 
Hornchurch FC

Ros Atkins speaks to KS2



HEBER HERALD ARCHIVES
Ruth and Ibrahim 6F

In 1954, the first edition of the ‘Heber 
Herald’ was published.After many 
years, we are reinstating it. There have 
been other newspapers in the past few 
years, but now we are reverting back to 
a newspaper inspired by the original 
version.

In the old Heber records, we have 
discovered an original copy of the first 
Heber newspaper. In this edition,we 
noticed that the heads of the houses 
each wrote a motivational piece for 
their team members. Also, we 
discovered that students wrote 
accounts of exciting holidays they went 
on. Two sisters shared an article about 
their journey to Ceylon. There is also an 
account of a South Kensington Science 
Museum. As well as this, there was a 
‘Riddle- Me- Ree’ corner where there 
was a collection of riddles and rhymes.

Inspired by this section, our new 
newspaper is going to have a riddles 
collection. We are going to be using the 
same riddles as in the 1954 article. See 
if you can guess the answers! 

HELEN HAYES MP VISIT
Rowena 5K

A few weeks ago the school 
councillors met up with Helen 
Hayes and asked her some 
questions.

What’s it like being an MP?
Helen Hayes told us she really 
enjoyed being an MP. She also said 
it is sometimes difficult as 
sometimes different people argue 
about something and she has to 
decide which side to go with.

What is your day to day 
schedule?
From Monday to Thursday she goes 
to parliament.On Friday people 
come to visit her to tell her about 
what they want to change in the 
local area and nationally.

What are your thoughts on 
education in Dulwich?
Helen believes education is 
incredibly important.She said that 
20 years ago when she first moved 
here the schools were ‘TERRIBLE’ 
but that the local MP then,Tessa 
Jowell, made the schools better.

Do you support BLM (Black 
Lives Matter)?
She told us that she believes that 
black lives matter is the most 
important thing to tackle. She 
represents one of  the most diverse 
constituencies in the country and 
she wants to make sure there are no 
barriers to black people.There is a 
memorial garden at parliament and 
she dedicated her poppy to local 
black heroes that she admires, Sam 
King and Alan Wilmots.

What are your thoughts on the 
local road closures?
Helen Hayes wants to make it less 
convenient for people to drive in our 
area because she believes that 
climate change is a very important 
issue.  

The children enjoyed being able to 
meet up with her and hope they can 
again soon.

MATHS CHALLENGES
Year 3 & 4

Year 5 & 6


